
Types of water fountains 
 

Water fountains are the way men have to control natural elements such as water, light and movement, 
combining them in an intelligent way so they create lively and gorgeous landscapes. For centuries, 
humankind has conducted and manipulated water in order to control its potential but also to enjoy its 
beauty. Fountains turn water into a malleable material, with special aesthetic and sound characteristics 
specially designed to create amazing scenarios. But not all the water fountains are the same – depending 
on their particular features, location and typology, we find different types that can be used to create the most 
interesting designs. 

Architectural or Sculptural fountain 
Architectural fountains are the most common: great water and light features that can be seen in many city 
and village venues. Their presence takes the water’s rhythm and glow to emblematic points such as 
rotundas, public squares and circus or malls, among other backgrounds. When an architectural 
fountain boasts built-in sculptural features, then it is known as sculptural fountain. 
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Indoor or Residential fountain 
Indoor fountains are specially designed for indoor spaces. They are also known as residential 
fountains as they are usually part of urban complex projects and buildings, even particular homes. They 
can be of many kinds: sculptural fountains, waterfalls… Indoor fountains have specific elements that let us 
enjoy the presence of water indoors, in a controlled way and with a highly decorative touch. 
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Floating Fountain 
As their name suggests, floating fountains are water features that do not have a grounded anchor. Their 
original and dynamic designs turn them into very attractive water fountains. The floating systems are 
equipped with fastening cables that ground the devices to the bottom, so they remain perfectly controlled 
while keeping their amazing mobile design. Their technology is simple and efficient, turning floating 
fountains into highly interesting features for landscaping and urban design. 
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Waterfalls 
As starring elements in many contemporary spaces, waterfalls are quite elegant water fountains that stand 
out in current decoration. This kind of fountains can be divided into two types, water curtains and water 
walls – their aesthetics creates very particular designs in a well-defined and recognizable 
style. Waterfalls are silent and beautiful so they can be easily integrated in minimalist gardens and classy 
interiors. 
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Digital Water Curtains 
Among cutting edge water fountains, digital water curtains offer impressive possibilities hard to imagine 
years ago. They mount software-controlled water jets that create water screens, showing different designs 
and messages. Their last-generation technology digital water fountains into dynamic and aesthetic items, 
perfect to become part of the most innovative spaces of the 21th century. 
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Dry Fountain 
Dry fountains are composed of a number of water jets that spring up at ground level. These fountains use 
to be inactive for certain periods of time so peasants can walk beside the jets. If they include devices that let 
people control the water jets, they are known as interactive fountains. Dry fountains are playful water 
features designed for outdoor spaces. 
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Dancing fountains 
Technologically speaking, dancing fountains are the most complex water features among all. These 
fountains create amazing water, light and sound scenarios where every element and device is controlled by 
software systems. The decorative possibilities of dancing fountains are infinite – their versatility turns them 
into the best choice for any place where magnificence is a must. 
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